
   




I. Data Analysis
1. Compute the elastic potential energy stored in the spring before launch:

a. Make a table (below) and plot the data (on a separate graph) for the applied force vs. spring stretch (you do 
not need to include error bars).

b. Use the plot to create a best-fit line for the data, and write the equation for this line in the space below.

c. From the equation for the line, derive a formula for the work done in stretching this spring by an amount .

d. Apply the work formula to determine the elastic potential energy stored in the spring just before the launch.

2. Compute the gravitational potential energy change by the spring at the peak of its flight:
a. Measure the vertical distance traveled by the bottom of the spring.

b. Adjust the vertical displacement to account for the height to which the center of mass rises. [Hint: When the 
spring is stretched, the center of mass moves down have as far as the amount of stretch.]
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c. Use the vertical  displacement of the center  of  mass of the  spring to compute its  change in gravitational 
potential energy.

3. Compute the mechanical energy loss.
a. Express the energy loss as a percentage.

b. Compare the percentage loss measured by the experiment with the predicted loss.

4. Check uncertainties to see if the experiment "comes close enough" to confirm the prediction:
a. Which part of the launch data do you think is susceptible to the greatest absolute error? Which provides the 

greatest percent error? [For this, you will first be making estimates of absolute uncertainties based on what 
you can see – not by doing statistics. And to get the percent uncertainties, you need to keep in mind what is 
being measured in each case.] Explain your reasoning.

b. Calculating the correct percent uncertainty for the spring potential energy before the launch is a tricky matter, 
so we will just use the percent uncertainty of the stretch of the spring prior to the launch. Is the hypothesis 
confirmed within this percent uncertainty?  




